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Mobility Points of Emphasis
Objectives:

• Safety, convenience, enhancing research and 
entrepreneurship opportunities in mobility

Approach:

• Develop MSU as a testbed for autonomous connected 
transportation

Focus Areas

• Parking improvements
• Sharing the road

• Mopeds
• E-scooters
• Shared mobility

• Autonomous vehicle research, testing, and development
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MSU = a city of 65,000 extremely mobile citizens

• Continuous 
experiments at 
the cutting edge 
of mobility
• Students

• Faculty & Staff

• Administrators

• Outside 
corporate 
partners

RSUs



Bus Rides

• New in Fall 2018:
Free Rides on 
MSU routes

• September 2018:
28% increase in
ridership

• Lot Link

• Night Owl

• Special bus 
routes for 
athletic events



Zipcar



MSU’s Testbed for
Entrepreneurship
Opportunities

… a small sample



The Apps of Transportation: Big Data

• Rapidly moving landscape

• (Mostly) student-driven

• Entrepreneurship

• Dec. 7: iOS Design Lab showcase



Mobility Question Submitted In Advance

• MSU says it is "bike friendly" yet lags behind cities in Europe
with respect to bicycle lanes. Standing on the Farm Lane bridge
in the middle of a nice day will convince even the most casual
observer that cyclists are fearful of our bike lanes. There are
easily 50 bikes crossing the bridge via sidewalks for every one
cyclist using the designated street lanes on the bridge.
Contributing to the fear is cars being directed to cross bike
lanes for turns at intersections. Bike lanes in some streets are
situated on the left side of parallel-parked cars, so when drivers
open the door to exit their cars, they may hit a cyclist. We are
now experiencing electric bikes and scooters that tend to go
much faster than ordinary bikes, and are still using sidewalks,
presenting threats to pedestrians. When will MSU get serious
about bike lanes in its campus facility planning?
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Take the Campus Mobility Challenge

Let’s keep the
conversation
going:

www.ideas.msu.edu 9


